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Summary 

Recommendation ITU-T X.1710 specifies a framework including requirements and measures to 

combat security threats for quantum key distribution networks (QKDNs). 
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Recommendation ITU-T X.1710 

Security framework for quantum key distribution networks 

1 Scope 

This Recommendation is the first in a series on the security of quantum key distribution (QKD) and 

provides a security framework for other related Recommendations. 

In particular, this Recommendation addresses the following items: 

– security aspects for quantum key distribution networks (QKDNs); 

– security threats to QKDNs; 

– security requirements (SReqs) for QKDNs; 

– security measures for QKDNs. 

2 References 

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through 

reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication, the 

editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision; 

users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the 

most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the currently 

valid ITU-T Recommendations is regularly published. The reference to a document within this 

Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation. 

[ITU-T X.805]  Recommendation ITU-T X.805 (2003), Security architecture for systems 

providing end-to-end communications. 

[ITU-T Y.3800]  Recommendation ITU-T Y.3800 (2019), Overview on networks supporting 

quantum key distribution. 

3 Definitions 

3.1 Terms defined elsewhere 

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere: 

3.1.1 accountability [b-ITU-T X.800]: The property that ensures that the actions of an entity may 

be traced uniquely to the entity. 

3.1.2 authenticity [b-ITU-T T.411]: The property that the claimed data source can be verified to 

the satisfaction of the recipient. 

3.1.3 availability [b-ITU-T X.800]: The property of being accessible and useable upon demand by 

an authorized entity. 

3.1.4 classical channel [b-ETSI GR QKD 007]: Communication channel that is used by two 

communicating parties for exchanging data encoded in a form that may be non-destructively read and 

fully reproduced. 

3.1.5 confidentiality [b-ITU-T X.800]: The property that information is not made available or 

disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes. 

3.1.6 information theoretically secure (IT-secure) [ITU-T Y.3800]: Secure against any 

deciphering attack with unbounded computational resources. 
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3.1.7 integrity [b-ITU-T X.1193]: The property that data has not been altered or destroyed in an 

unauthorized manner.  

3.1.8 key management [ITU-T Y.3800]: All activities performed on keys during their life cycle 

starting from their reception from the quantum layer, storage, formatting, relay, synchronization, 

authentication, to supply to a cryptographic application and deletion or preservation depending on the 

key management policy. 

3.1.9 key manager (KM) [ITU-T Y.3800]: A functional module located in a quantum key 

distribution (QKD) node to perform key management in the key management layer. 

3.1.10 key manager link [ITU-T Y.3800]: A communication link connecting key managers (KMs) 

to perform key management. 

3.1.11 key relay [ITU-T Y.3800]: A method to share keys between arbitrary quantum key 

distribution (QKD) nodes via intermediate QKD node(s). 

3.1.12 quantum channel [b-ETSI GR QKD 007]: Communication channel for transmitting 

quantum signals. 

3.1.13 quantum key distribution [b-ETSI GR QKD 007]: Procedure or method for generating and 

distributing symmetrical cryptographic keys with information theoretical security based on quantum 

information theory. 

3.1.14 quantum key distribution link [ITU-T Y.3800]: A communication link between two 

quantum key distribution (QKD) modules to operate the QKD. 

NOTE – A QKD link consists of a quantum channel for the transmission of quantum signals, and a classical 

channel used to exchange information for synchronization and key distillation. 

3.1.15 quantum key distribution module [ITU-T Y.3800]: A set of hardware and software 

components that implements cryptographic functions and quantum optical processes, including 

quantum key distribution (QKD) protocols, synchronization, distillation for key generation, and is 

contained within a defined cryptographic boundary. 

NOTE – A QKD module is connected to a QKD link, acting as an endpoint module in which a key is generated. 

These are two types of QKD modules, namely, the transmitters (QKD-Tx) and the receivers (QKD-Rx). 

3.1.16 quantum key distribution network (QKDN) [ITU-T Y.3800]: A network comprised of two 

or more quantum key distribution (QKD) nodes connected through QKD links. 

NOTE – A QKDN allows sharing keys between the QKD nodes by key relay when they are not directly 

connected by a QKD link. 

3.1.17 quantum key distribution node [ITU-T Y.3800]: A node that contains one or more quantum 

key distribution (QKD) modules protected against intrusion and attacks by unauthorized parties. 

NOTE – A QKD node can contain a key manager (KM). 

3.1.18 threat [b-ISO/IEC 27000]: Potential cause of an unwanted incident, which may result in 

harm to a system or organization. 

3.2 Terms defined in this Recommendation 

This Recommendation defines the following terms: 

3.2.1 quantum key distribution protocol (QKD protocol): List of steps for establishing 

symmetric cryptographic keys with information-theoretical security based on quantum information 

theory. 

3.2.2 resilience: Ability to adapt to and recover from adverse conditions and attacks. 
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4 Abbreviations and acronyms 

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms: 

AES  Advanced Encryption Standard 

APP  Application 

DDoS  Distributed Denial of Service 

DoS  Denial of Service 

SReq  Security Requirement 

IT-secure Information Theoretically secure 

KM  Key Manager 

NM  Network Manager 

OTP  One-Time Pad 

QKD  Quantum Key Distribution 

QKDN  Quantum Key Distribution Network 

QKDNM Quantum Key Distribution Network Manager 

QKD-Rx Quantum Key Distribution Receiver 

QKD-Tx Quantum Key Distribution Transmitter 

5 Conventions 

In this Recommendation: 

The keywords "is required to" indicate a requirement which must be strictly followed and from which 

no deviation is permitted if conformance to this Recommendation is to be claimed. 

The keywords "is recommended" indicate a requirement which is recommended but which is not 

absolutely required. Thus, this requirement need not be present to claim conformance. 

6 Introduction 

Establishing symmetric keys between two distant parties in a communications network is one of the 

cryptographic primitives and underlies many cybersecurity systems in use today. This is typically 

done using public key cryptography. Like public key cryptography, quantum key distribution (QKD) 

allows for key establishment. Unlike public key cryptography, QKD protocols are based on the laws 

of quantum mechanics and can be proven in theory to be secure even against an eavesdropper who 

has unbounded computational ability. This kind of security is referred to as information theoretically 

secure (IT-secure). 

A QKD protocol is executed by a pair of QKD modules connected by a QKD link, which consists of 

a classical channel and a quantum channel. A key (i.e., a pair of symmetric random bit strings) is then 

established between these QKD modules, according to the QKD protocol procedure. The ensemble 

of pairs of QKD modules connected by the QKD link and their corresponding key managers (KMs) 

concatenated via KM links are the foundation of a QKDN. The QKDN allows cryptographic 

applications to share a secure key between any two designated nodes by appropriate key relay. Keys 

themselves once generated in the QKD module must be managed securely in the QKDN in an 

appropriate way until they are supplied to cryptographic applications in the user network. A basic 

function and a layered structure of QKDN are specified in [ITU-T Y.3800]. 

The QKDN is subject to various security threats, which would violate its correct operation and 

compromise the security of the keys. In order to ensure information security of the QKDN, security 
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threats should be identified in consideration of the interests, business relations, legal and regulatory 

constraints, contractual constraints, etc., among operators and other actors, e.g., users and third 

parties. Then appropriate security measures should be defined for the QKDN, the user network, and 

links between the two networks, as appropriate. 

Figure 1 illustrates a process for the security assessment on a QKDN. Security threats are inferred 

from both the basic characteristics of and relations between functional elements, links, and 

information assets of the QKDN. From the security threats, security requirements for the QKDN can 

be specified, and the requirements are used to derive efficient security measures for the QKDN. 

 

Figure 1 – A process for security assessment on a QKDN 

Thus, this Recommendation provides a security framework for QKDNs. Security analyses of QKD 

protocols are outside the scope of this Recommendation. 

7 Security aspects specific to QKDN 

QKD protocols allow key establishment with confidentiality proven with information theory and 

quantum physics under certain assumptions, meaning that no information on keys can be known to 

any eavesdroppers. 

To ensure information security of a QKD node, especially to protect the security of keys, the QKD 

node must be protected against intrusion and attacks by unauthorized parties. A QKD node with such 

a protection is called a trusted node. A trusted node acts as a boundary protecting all embedded 

elements against attackers outside the node. 

If the keys are managed in trusted nodes and relayed based on an IT-secure protocol, e.g., a one-time 

pad (OTP), highly secure keys can be established between any designated nodes in the QKDN. These 

features bring a unique capability to the QKDN, which is to supply highly secure keys to 

cryptographic applications that require long-term confidentiality protection of data.  

The keys can be altered after their generation depending on the situation, e.g., malicious access during 

key relay, accidental failure during key storage or breach of key integrity. Therefore, integrity needs 

to be protected to ensure that the keys remain unaltered until they are consumed in a cryptographic 

application. Such a functionality can be built on cryptographic protocols (public key cryptography, 

hash functions, etc.) that are computationally secure or even IT-secure (e.g., [b-Wegman-Carter] 

message authentication).  

To control and manage a QKDN correctly, control and management information also needs to be 

protected by using appropriate security measures, which can be at most computationally secure.  

Thus, in a QKDN, different kinds of cryptographic protocols need to be used in appropriate 

combination. 

8 Security threats to QKDNs 

8.1 Elements and information assets of QKDN 

As specified in [ITU-T Y.3800] and depicted in Figure 2, a QKDN consists of QKD modules, KMs, 

QKDN controller(s), QKDN manager(s) and links connecting these functional elements. 
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Figure 2 – Typical structure of a QKDN and user network 

The functional elements and links inside a QKDN, as well as between the QKDN and a user network, 

are as follows: 

– QKD module: a functional element that generates keys based on QKD protocols; 

– KM: a functional element that performs key management; 

– QKDN controller: a functional element that controls a QKDN; 

– QKDN manager: a functional element that manages a QKDN; 

– QKD link: a communication link between QKD modules, which consists of a classical 

channel and a quantum channel; 

NOTE 1 ‒ A QKD link may include optical switches, intermediate measurement stations and quantum 

repeaters. 

– KM link: a communication link between KMs; 

– control link: a communication link between the QKDN controller and one of three functional 

entities; the KM, the QKD module or the QKD link; 

– management link: a communication link between the QKDN manager and all other entities 

in the QKDN, e.g., the QKDN controller, the KM, the QKD module or the QKD link;  

– QKD-KM link: a link between the QKD module and the KM;  

– KM-APP link: a link between the KM and cryptographic applications in the user network;  

– QKDNM-NM link: a link between the QKDN manager (QKDNM) and a network manager 

(NM) in the user network.  
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The following types of data and information are transmitted through the links listed in the previous 

paragraph, and these are identified as information assets of the QKDN: 

– key data: data containing the secure keys (symmetric random bit strings);  

– metadata: additional data attached to the key data, used for key management; 

– control and management information: information related to the control and management of 

the QKDN, e.g., key management information, key life cycle information, session control 

information, routing control information, as well as performance and status information of 

modules and links. 

Table 1 summarizes a correspondence between elements or links and information assets in the 

QKDN. 

Table 1 – Relation between elements and information assets in a QKDN 

Information assets 

 

Element 

Key data Meta-data Control and 

management 

information 

 QKD link   x 

 KM link x x x 

 Control link  x x 

 Management link  x x 

 KM-App link x x  

 QKDNM-NM link   x 

Q
K

D
 n

o
d
e 

(t
ru

st
ed

 n
o
d

e)
 QKD module x x x 

KM x x x 

QKDN controller  x x 

QKDN manager  x x 

QKD-KM link x x  

This Recommendation describes security threats to QKDN. Detailed threat analyses and specification 

of requirements and functions of the trusted node are outside the scope of this Recommendation.  

NOTE 2 – In some cases, a cryptographic application uses the keys outside the trusted node after receiving 

keys in the trusted node. Typical examples include cryptographic applications in mobile terminals, such as 

smart phones and drones. 

8.2 Security threats 

This clause identifies security threats against the QKDN. Figure 3 schematically overlays these 

threats on the structure depicted in Figure 2.  

Attack surfaces can be identified in the QKD links, KM links, control links and management links, 

which are located between the trusted nodes and exposed to external environments. Another type of 

attack surfaces can be identified in the KM-APP and QKDN-MN links, due to access paths from 

outside the trusted nodes. 

The other attack surface can be identified inside the trusted node, i.e., the QKD-KM links, even 

though the links are protected in the trusted nodes. 

The functional elements (the QKD module, KM, QKDN controller and QKDN manager), even if they 

are located inside the trusted nodes, may also suffer from security threats addressed in this clause. 

This Recommendation distinguishes three kinds of threat: 
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– intentional: a threat that involves a malicious entity that may attack either communication 

itself or network resources;  

– administrative: a threat that arises from a failure of security administration;  

– accidental: a threat whose origin does not involve any malicious intent and results from 

technical failures. 

In order to give a more accurate analysis, this Recommendation focuses only on intentional threats.  

NOTE 1 – Administrative and accidental threats are outside the scope of this Recommendation. 

Analyses on intentional threats have been undertaken for various kinds of systems and networks, e.g., 

in [b-ITU-T X.800] for open systems interconnection and [b-ITU-T X.1038] for software-defined 

networking. 

In a similar way, a threat analysis of QKDN should address the following items. 

– Spoofing (masquerade): pretending to be a different entity in order to gain an illegitimate 

advantage. For example, an attacker masquerades as a KM to access keys and modify them. 

– Eavesdropping: breaching confidentiality by deciphering information assets. It is possible for 

attackers to get sensitive system information (e.g., configuration data, user credentials) for a 

future attack. 

– Deletion or corruption: compromising the integrity of information assets transferred or stored 

by unauthorized deletion, insertion, modification, re-ordering, replay or delay. 

– Repudiation: denying the fact of executing some tasks. For example, an administrator, 

enforcing a malicious network policy (e.g., copying and forwarding specific traffic flows to 

a malicious nodes), may claim that he/she did not make such network policy enforcement. 

– Denial of service (DoS): performing activities to disrupt proper operations of QKDN. This 

may include denial of access to the QKDN and denial of key generation and other 

communication by flooding the QKDN. Recent threats are distributed denial of service 

(DDoS) attacks that are attempts to make an online service unavailable by overwhelming it 

with a massive amount of traffic from multiple sources. 

In the following text, the security threats are described for each link and functional element of the 

QKDN. The security threats with respect to QKD protocols, including quantum and classical attacks 

on the QKD links and including the QKD-specific side-channel attacks on the QKD modules, are 

outside the scope of this Recommendation. 

NOTE 2 – A proper implementation of the QKD protocol as well as QKD-specific side-channel attack 

countermeasures allows the QKDN to protect the QKD modules and the QKD links from these threats. 
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Figure 3 – Security threats to QKDN 

1) T_Q1: Security threats at the QKD link: 

– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the information in the classical channel; 

– DoS: communication interruption or flooding data traffic. 

2) T_QKD: Security threats at the QKD module through the QKD link, control link or 

management link: 

– eavesdropping: quantum side-channel attacks; 

– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the information in the QKD module; 

– DoS: denial of access or flooding data traffic. 

3) T_K1: Security threat at the QKD-KM links: 

– eavesdropping: intercepting and deciphering the key data and the metadata; 

– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the key data and the metadata; 

– DoS: communication interruption or flooding data traffic. 

4) T_K2: Security threat at the KM links: 

– eavesdropping: intercepting and deciphering the key data and the metadata; 

– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the key data and the metadata; 

– DoS: communication interruption or flooding data traffic. 

5) T_KM: Security threat at the KM through the KM links, QKD-KM links, KM-APP links, as 

well as the control or management links: 

– eavesdropping: stealing and deciphering the key data and the metadata; 
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– spoofing: an attacker masquerades as a KM to breach information security – an attacker 

maliciously fabricates an information asset and claims that such an asset was received 

from another functional element or cryptographic application, or sent to another 

functional element or cryptographic application;  

– repudiation: an attacker maliciously performs key management functions and 

subsequently denies that fact; 

– DoS: denial of access or flooding data traffic. 

6) T_A1: Security threats at the KM-APP link: 

– eavesdropping: intercepting and deciphering the key data, the metadata, and information 

from the cryptographic applications;  

– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the key data, the metadata, and information 

from the cryptographic applications such as key request; 

– DoS: communication interruption or flooding data traffic. 

7) T_C1: Security threat at the control link: 

– eavesdropping: intercepting and deciphering the QKDN control information; 

– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the QKDN control information; 

– DoS: communication interruption or flooding data traffic. 

8) T_Con: Security threat at the QKDN controller through the control and management links: 

– eavesdropping: stealing and deciphering the control information; 

– spoofing: an attacker masquerades as a QKDN controller to breach information security 

– an attacker maliciously fabricates QKDN control and management information and 

claims that such information was received from another functional element or sent to 

another functional element; 

– repudiation: an attacker maliciously performs QKDN control functions and subsequently 

denies that fact; 

– DoS: denial of access or flooding data traffic. 

9) T_M1: Security threat at the management link: 

– eavesdropping: intercepting and deciphering the QKDN management information; 

– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the QKDN management information; 

– DoS: communication interruption or flooding data traffic. 

10) T_Mng: Security threat at the QKDN manager through the control, management links and 

QKDNM-NM link: 

– spoofing: an attacker masquerades as a QKDN manager to breach information security – 

an attacker maliciously fabricates QKDN management information and claims that such 

information was received from another functional element or sent to another functional 

element; 

– repudiation: an attacker maliciously performs QKDN management functions and 

subsequently denies that fact; 

– DoS: denial of access or flooding data traffic. 

11) T_M2: Security threat at the QKDNM-NM link: 

– eavesdropping: stealing and deciphering the QKDN and the user network management 

information; 
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– deletion or corruption: deleting or modifying the QKDN and the user network 

management information; 

– DoS: communication interruption or flooding data traffic. 

12) T_Node: Security threat at the QKD node: 

– unauthorized physical access: adversaries may physically intrude into the QKD node and 

directly access the QKD modules, KMs, QKD-KM interfaces and other entities inside 

the QKD node to steal information assets or other purposes, e.g., loss or corruption of 

information, spoofing, repudiation, and DoS.  

NOTE 3 ‒ Unauthorized access to T_Node may include cyber-attacks through links and physical attack. 

Furthermore, these security threats may occur during and after the deployment, maintenance, update, 

and migration of QKDN due to physical access, e.g., building trespass, malicious access through 

network connections by unauthorized parties or backdoors installation in the system. For example, 

QKD modules may have maintenance ports that can be loopholes for threats.  

The main threats during the deployment and maintenance of a QKDN are spoofing and unauthorized 

access to entities under deployment or maintenance. As an example, spoofing of an entity might lead 

to a man in-the-middle attack, unauthorized access might lead to backdoor infection. 

The relation between security threats and each element of a QKDN are summarized in Table 2, with 

three different priority levels. 

Table 2 – Relation between security threats and QKDN functional elements, 

and their links, with three different priority levels. 

Threat 

Element 

Spoofing Eavesdropping Deletion or 

corruption 

Repudiation DoS 

 QKD link   3  1 

 KM link  3 2  1 

 Control link  1 2  1 

 Management 

link 
 1 2  1 

 KM-App link  3 2  1 

 QKDNM-NM 

link 
 1 2  1 

Q
K

D
 n

o
d

e 
 

(t
ru

st
ed

 n
o

d
e)

 

QKD module  3 3  1 

KM 3   2 1 

QKDN 

controller 
2   2 1 

QKDN 

manager 
2   2 1 

QKD-KM link  3 2  1 

The numbers in Table 2 indicate the following levels of threat. 

– 3: High level 

 This level is fatal if a threat occurs. Such a threat could result in a break in confidentiality of 

key data. 
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– 2: Medium level 

 It is essential for this level of threat to be averted. These are threats against, for example, 

control and operational information in the key management, QKDN control and QKDN 

management layers. If such threats occur, secure and reliable operations of a QKDN cannot 

be achieved. 

– 1: Low level 

 This level includes two kinds of threat. The first is the DoS attack that is recognizable and 

needs to be considered. If such a threat occurs, a QKDN cannot operate normally. The second 

is eavesdropping of the control and management information of the QKDN, which can be 

done unrecognizably. This causes neither leakage of the key data nor disruption of QKDN 

operations but may be beneficial to the adversary. 

9 Security requirements and security measures 

This clause describes security requirements (SReqs) and security measures to fulfil them in the 

QKDN. The SReqs are specified to address the threats listed in clause 8. 

The requirements are organized from the viewpoint of security dimensions, which are sets of security 

measures designed to address a particular aspect of network security specified in clause 6 of 

[ITU-T X.805]. Accountability is moreover added to the dimensions for security management of the 

QKDN. Relations between security dimensions and security threats are mapped in Table 3, which is 

limited to dimensions that have a substantial impact on the functional elements, links and QKDN 

operations. 

A detailed specification of the security requirements is outside the scope of this Recommendation, as 

are non-repudiation and reliability of a QKDN. 

NOTE ‒ Security measures to protect quantum and classical attacks on QKD links and QKD-specific side-

channel attacks on QKD modules are outside the scope of this Recommendation. 

Table 3 – Mapping of security dimensions and security threats 

Threat 

Dimensions 

Spoofing Eavesdropping Deletion or 

corruption 

Repudiation DoS 

Authentication x   x  

Access control x  x x  

Confidentiality x x    

Integrity x  x   

Availability 

Key 

accumulation and 

key relay 

  x   

Damage control 

and recovery 
  x   

Robustness 

against DoS 
    x 

Accountability 

Activity logging x  x  x 

Alarm reporting x  x  x 

Audit x   x x 
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9.1 Security measures for the QKDN operation 

9.1.1 Authentication 

SReq.1: A QKDN is required to establish identifiers and verify the claimed identities of functional 

elements in the QKDN, as well as those in the user network, and any other entities if these are 

connected to the QKDN from outside. 

The security measures supporting SReq.1 include: 

– user authentication: establishes the proof of the identity of the functional elements in the user 

network that are connected to the QKDN, e.g., cryptographic applications or network 

managers; 

– entity authentication: establishes the proof of the identity of the functional elements in the 

QKDN during their communications; 

– data origin authentication: establishes the proof of identity responsible for the origin of a 

specific data unit. 

Authentication functions play an essential role in protecting the confidentiality of the key data (see 

clause 9.1.3) by ensuring that only authorized parties can access the key data, and also in ensuring 

the integrity and authenticity of key data (see clause 9.1.4). Their details are outside the scope of this 

Recommendation. 

SReq.1.1: The QKDN is recommended to employ entity authentication between relevant functional 

elements before delivering the key. 

The usage of authentication functions establishes proof for a particular instant in time. To ensure 

continued proof, authentication has to be repeated or linked to an integrity service. 

NOTE – For example, authentication tags are generated from key data or metadata (key ID, functional 

element ID, timestamp, etc.), attached as a new element to the metadata, and processed in relevant functional 

entities in the QKDN. 

9.1.2 Access control 

SReq.2: A QKDN is recommended to ensure that functional elements in the QKDN are prevented 

from gaining access to information or resources that the elements are not authorized to access. 

Access control functions provide means to ensure that resources are accessed by subjects only in an 

authorized manner. Resources concerned may be physical systems, system software, applications, or 

data. The limitations of access are laid out in access control information, which specifies: 

– a means to determine which entities are authorized to have access; 

– what kind of access is allowed (reading, writing, modifying, creating, deleting). 

Access control can be supported by authentication functions. 

NOTE – Physical access control can be handled in a trusted node. In this case, the access control of all 

functional entities within a single trusted node can be performed by a single security measure. 

9.1.3 Confidentiality 

SReq.3: A QKDN is required to ensure the confidentiality of stored and transferred key data. 

To fulfil SReq.3, the following requirements are needed. 

SReq.3.1: Information on keys is recommended not to be available to unauthorized parties for a 

sufficiently long period of time specified by cryptographic applications. 

NOTE 1 – For key data supplied from a KM, this long-term confidentiality is often requested even when 

resisting attacks with advanced and future computational technologies. 

In order to preserve the long-term confidentiality of the transferred key data, when the key is relayed 

through the KM links in the QKDN, highly secure encryption method(s) should be employed. 
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SReq.3.2: The QKDN is recommended to use IT-secure protocols, e.g., OTP encryption, for key 

relay. 

In addition, another appropriate method, such as the advanced encryption standard (AES) 

([b-ISO/IEC 18033-3]and [b-FIPS PUB 197]), should be an option according to key management 

policy, e.g., if the necessary number of keys for OTP-key relay is not available. 

SReq.3.3: The QKDN is recommended to create metadata to record an encryption method used for 

individual key relay; this metadata is also used for key life cycle management of relayed keys. 

NOTE 2 – When the cryptographic application requests keys that have the same security level as that of keys 

generated by QKD modules, the QKDN should select keys that were relayed by OTP encryption, using the 

metadata on key relay encryption methods. 

SReq.3.4: When a key is transferred via a QKD-KM link/a KM-APP link inside a trusted node, the 

QKDN is recommended to encrypt the key data. 

SReq.3.5: In order to preserve the long-term confidentiality of stored key data, secure key storage 

and key leakage prevention technologies are recommended to be employed. 

SReq.4: A QKDN is recommended to ensure the confidentiality of stored and transferred metadata, 

control and management information, and other data in the QKDN. 

The confidentiality of the control and management information is not necessarily at the 

IT-confidentiality level in most cases since it should be protected only during the time of QKDN 

operation. Computational cryptographic algorithms, e.g., post-quantum cryptographic techniques, 

may be applied. 

9.1.4 Data integrity 

SReq.5: A QKDN is required to protect the integrity of stored and transferred data. 

The data integrity functions provide means to ensure the correctness of stored and transferred data, 

protecting against modification, deletion, creation (insertion) and replay of exchanged data. For key 

data, integrity should be protected in transfer and storage until its consumption in a cryptographic 

application. For control and management information, integrity should be protected during the 

operation of the QKDN. 

In most cases, cryptographic algorithms with appropriate computational security can be used. 

Post-quantum cryptographic techniques should be employed in accordance with their 

standardizations and practical deployments. In addition, IT-secure methods (e.g., [b-Wegman-Carter] 

message authentication) can be employed to protect integrity for data transfer. 

9.1.5 Availability 

9.1.5.1 Key accumulation and key relay 

SReq.6: A QKDN is recommended to ensure the availability of key data. 

Security measures to support capability are: 

– accumulation of key data in the KM;  

– key relay by the KM(s) and the KM links, and rerouting of key relay routes. 

The functions might be restricted by key generation performances of the QKD modules and key 

management policies. 

9.1.5.2 Damage control and recovery 

SReq.7: A QKDN is required to have capabilities for network resilience. 

Network resilience is required to have the ability to adapt to and recover from situation changes, 

including disruption, in order to continue acceptable levels of service in the face of security threats. 
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NOTE ‒ [b-NIST SP 800-160-2] introduces security measures on resilience applicable to the QKDN (e.g., 

system redundancy, network segmentation). 

If security violations are detected, this capability ensures their handling in a controlled way, 

minimizing the damage caused. In addition, it ensures recovery of the system, restoring it at a required 

security level. 

9.1.5.3 Robustness against denial of service attacks on QKD links 

SReq.8: A QKDN is required to implement counter-measures against DoS attacks. 

DoS attacks can be treated as a part of the system damage category in clause 9.1.5.2; however, 

consideration of this threat is a prominent security point for QKDNs, as well as for other networks 

(e.g., optical transport network). Key generation rates may be reduced (even to zero) due to DoS 

attacks on QKD links. This issue could be mitigated by appropriate methods, including switching to 

backup QKD links and rerouting key relay. 

Another backup option may be to apply another appropriate key relay method, e.g., employment of a 

post-quantum cryptographic scheme (such as AES). In such case, the KM should report the method 

and relevant parameters for the key relay. 

The details of anti-DoS measures on QKD links are outside the scope of this Recommendation. 

9.1.6 Accountability 

SReq.9: A QKDN is recommended to ensure that records of security critical actions are traceable 

uniquely to functional elements that performed the actions. 

SReq.10: A QKDN is recommended to support traceability of key data. 

SReq.9 and SReq.10 are supported by the functions of activity logging (see clause 9.1.6.1), and 

security audit (see clause 9.1.6.3). 

Another possible but potentially weaker realization of accountability is achieved by the appropriate 

combinations of the authentication, access control and audit trail functions. 

9.1.6.1 Activity logging 

SReq.11: A QKDN is recommended to have the capability of storing information about security 

relevant activities in the QKDN. 

Functional elements of the QKDN may communicate with logging functions. 

9.1.6.2 Security alarm notification 

SReq.12: A QKDN is recommended to generate alarm notifications on security events. 

The security alarm notifications are information regarding operations pertaining to security. 

9.1.6.3 Security audit on logged data 

SReq.13: A QKDN is recommended to have the capability to analyse logged data on security events. 

NOTE ‒ An audit is seen as an independent review and examination of system records and activities in order 

to test for adequacy of system controls, to ensure compliance with the established security policy and 

operational procedures, and to detect breaches in security. The result of the audit would identify changes in 

control, policy, and procedures. 

9.2 Deployment, support, maintenance, and migration 

SReq.14: A QKDN is required to have security measures for deployment, support, maintenance, and 

migration in order to continuously provide the security control of the QKDN during and after these 

operations. 

Deployment, support, and maintenance are necessary to start and to keep a QKDN running. 
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